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Introduction & Objectives
The assessment of environmental impacts induced by housing is essential to identify strategies for the abatement of adverse energyrelated effects. Therefore, a model was developed which provides estimates of the heating demand and environmental impacts of residential buildings [1]. The goals of this study were to apply this model to two Swiss municipalities and to assess the model performance.
An extensive dataset of measured heating loads was available in the case of Zernez (GR) [2] and enabled a detailed evaluation of the
model. The housing greenhouse gas emissions computed for this small mountainous village were then compared to a previous case
study in Wattwil (SG), a mid-sized Swiss municipality [1].

Data & Case Studies
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Zernez (GR) Zernez is a small municipality located in the
Swiss Alps. In the scope of the project Zernez Energia
2020, a survey gathered detailed data [2] for each building
in Zernez allowing for an in-depth validation of the applied
energy demand model.
Wattwil (SG) Wattwil is a mid-sized municipality situated in the
midlands of Switzerland. The two municipalities differ in
various aspects in terms of housing (see table below).
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• Heating demand of 133 residential buildings in Zernez
was computed by model;
• Building-wise comparison of model results and database;
Observations & Conclusions
• Large deviations for some single buildings; partly explainable by the behavior of dwellers, construction types of traditional buildings, and assumptions to derive heating demand from measurements (efficiencies, electricity use);
• Cumulative and total heating demand are well reflected;
Model is not able to simulate single buildings always
accurately, but it reproduces well the overall characteristics of the residential building stock’s heating demand
Zernez (GR)

Results & Discussion

Wattwil (SG) [1]

• LCA of housing impacts per household (see flow diagram above) for
the two case studies of Zernez and Wattwil (see figures on the right,
impact assessment method: IPCC 2007 / GWP 100a);
• Inequality in the distribution of emitted greenhouse gases (GHG)
among households in both cases: approximately 20% of the households are responsible for about 50% of the GHG emissions inHousing Greenhouse
duced by housing;
Gas Emissions
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• GHG emissions per capita below Swiss averSwiss Average [6]
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Conclusions
The case study of Zernez indicates that the simplified energy demand model is a
promising basis for assessing the impacts of housing. The analysis of emissions on
household level facilitates the identification of targeted measures aimed at lowering
environmental impacts.
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